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and music and theater, of military service, and of religious festivals. The citizen as
"free man" should do all these things-and he therefore needed a "liberal education"
appropriate to the competence expected of a free man. This could not be the narrow
or technical education required of the specialist; it must be the broad, generous, and
general education befitting the wide varieties of active participation expected of the
citizen who would serve the common good of his city and in turn be served by it.
Before we turn to the new forms of education that the Greek polis devised in
order to train the new kind of citizen, we must mention the fourth ingredient in the
origin of civilization—which may indeed have been the most influential of all—the
Greeks' contribution to written language and organized knowledge. We have noted
how the origin of written language itself was a creation of the temple communities and
city-states of Sumer, and how the scribes of the commercial cities of the Levant from
Ugarit in the north, southward to Byblos, Sidon, and Tyre had been simplifying the
scripts of the Middle East and developing alphabetic forms of writing during the
second and first milleniums, B.C. The Mycenaeans and the Greek city-states were in
close commercial and cultural touch with these developments.
The Phoenicians are usually given credit for inventing the alphabet which made
writing so much easier and therefore available to so many more people. Some scholars
believe, however, that this was only the next to the last step in inventing a true
alphabet, inasmuch as the Phoenicians devised letters for the consonants but not for
the vowels in their spoken language. It was the Greeks of Ionia, they argue, who took
the final step by devising a written letter for each vowel sound as well as for each
consonantal sound. It was this achievement which really "democratized" literacy and
made it possible for the knowledge of reading and writing to be learned by virtually
every person in a society during a relatively short period of schooling.11 The Greeks
made a demoliterate society possible and created the schools to go with it.
The best evidence seems to be that fully alphabetic writing in Greek was
introduced into the Ionian city-states sometime in the ninth century B.C. Since their
language did not have so many consonants as the Semitic language of the Phoenicians,
the Ionian Greeks had five signs left over, so they applied these signs to their five
vowels. Every basic sound now had a written letter. This meant that reading and
writing could be learned in something like three years instead of ten. Since writing
could spread so rapidly through the population, a special class of scribes whose secret
mysteries gave them a monopoly of the power of writing was not necessary. The
estimate is made that it took only 100 years from the introduction of the alphabet to
its widespread use; some say from 850 to 750 B.C., others say from 750 to 650 B.C.
This was the time when the Greek oral tradition was written down, when the poems of
Homer and Hesiod were transcribed, probably in Ionia. Just how and when and who
learned the new Greek writing well enough to perform this magnificently creative task
may never be known. But it is clear that the city life made it possible, and we can only
assume that some kind of corporate life or continuing contact among the writers was
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